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ABOVE: Alarm systems technician Frank Calabrese demonstrates 'the weapon,'a smoke alarm tester. BELOW: Life safety systems 
technician operates a smoke detector test. Officials were concerned earlier this month that some building alarms didn't funtion.
Building’s smoke detector trips 
hours after staff, students evacuate
By Chris Hoffman
M ustang  Daily
Cal Poly tire officials said the computer science 
huildinj; is up to tire axles, despite alarms not s<nind- 
inn when the huildinn tilled with smoke earlier this 
month.
In addition, plans call tor a renuKlchnu of the 
huildinKS detector system later this year.
“As tar as 1 know, it is (up to ax le),” said campus 
tire safety officer Poh Salazar. “1 haven’t been told 
otherwise.”
C’lther Cal Polv officials K-came concerned the 
computer science huildiriK lacked Mnoke detectors 
after hazy smi>ke filled the huildinn around 9 a.m. t>n 
jan. 11 and no alarms went off. The smoke was creat­
ed hy contractors dismantlin)^ a water chiller with
/
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Poly student 
questions El 
Corral prices
By Chris Hoffman
M ustang  Daily
One Cal Poly student says El Corral bookstore is 
“yro.ssly overcharging students for books and supplies,” 
and he plans to show his evidence to Assixiated Students 
Inc. today.
“W hat 1 have compared their list
discovered is that . .  ^ r^i, , , prices w ith  w h a t h iour bookstore '
charges us for our Corral had* In every
textbooks 10 per- leOSt 1 0
cent more than , . , ,  r-'ipercent higher (at h i
f*
the publisher’s list 
price,” kinesiolo- C o r r o l)  * 
gy .senior Jerry 
Zinman said.
Z 1 n m a n — Jerry Zinman
received a catalog filed Complaint about bookstore 
from the Human
Kinetics publishing company listing their pnxlucts and 
suggested retail prices.
“1 compared their list prices with what El Corral had. 
In every case it was at least 10 percent higher (at El 
Corral),” said Zinman.
Zinman found two textfxxiks from his Kinesiology 450 
class that fit this pattern. “Health Promotion Ideas that 
Work” sells h)r $22 at El Corral but has a suggested price 
of $20, and “Worksite Health Promotion” sells for $17.50 
despite a $54 list price.
Zinman said he K>ught these books from the publisher 
and has his invoice as pnx>f of El Ctirral’s higher prices.
He also found examples of four other similarly over­
priced kinesiolt)gy textKxiks, but states the trend covers 
other subjects as well. Zixilogy textKxik “Atlas of the 
Anatomy,” which sells for the list price of $59.95 at 
CJuesta Cxillege’s Kxikstore, costs $66.95 at El Corral.
“1 fmind no examples (of textKuiks) that did m>t fol­
low the fact that they charge 10 percent higher than the 
publisher’s retail price,” said Zinman.
see PRICES, page 2
STDs saw growth in 1998
By Andrea Parker
M ustang  Daily
Though more people in San Luis Obispo C'ounty have 
refxirted cases of some communicable diseases such as 
chlamydia in the past year, taking proper precautions can 
reduce risk and worry.
Chlamydia, a sexually transmitted disease (STD), 
infected 341 San Luis Obispo County residents in 1998.
■ “(Chlamydia) is the most commonly refxirted STD we 
have right now,” said Barbara Schwenoha, 
Communicable Disease Program Manager of the San Luis 
Obispo County Health Agency.
There were 233 cases reported in 1997. Though 
chlamydia is common, an infection can continue without 
symptoms. If left untreated, it can result in infertility.
** (Chlamydia) is the most commonly 
reported STD we have right now* **
—  Barbara Schwenoha
SLO County Health Agency
Chlamydia is almi^t always sexually transmitted, but 
an infection can rarely come from towels or public toilet 
seats. The bacteria would have to come in direct contact 
with a mucous membrane, and such contact from a toilet 
is uncommon.
“The skin is a great barrier,” Schwenoha said. Using
see STDs, page 3
S U lC o im t f  n m a r t a l
^  C o m ta n lc a h ie  D is e a s e  C a ^ s :  1 9 9 6  to  1 9 9 8
Total Reported Cases
Disease
Chlamydia 
Giardia 
Hepatitis A 
Hepatitis B (acute)
Hepatitis C (acute)
Meningitis (viral)
Salmonellasis 
Syphilis-total 
Tuberculosis
1996 1997 1998
244 233 341
51 58 51
19 25 9
9 2 0
0 1 3
13 35 50
43 35 30
18 3 4
10 9 8
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Gay f rats m ay 
face problems, 
leaders say
LEXINGTON, Ky. (U-WIRE) — 
As gays organize themselves into 
structured social fraternities at sever­
al schools around the nation, 
University of Kentucky fraternity 
leaders say that such a group — while 
not out of the question — might 
have trouble gaining acceptance into 
the UK’s Interfraternity Council.
Penn State, Colorado State 
University and the University of 
Florida have fraternities for students 
wht) are gay or lesbian.
“If an organization like UK 
Lambda can become viable at UK, 
and considering the large population 
of gays in Lexington, then an all-gay 
frat is a definite possibility,” said Josh 
Knipp, former IFC president.
Rut Knipp said because of its con­
troversial nature, such a group might 
have difficulty getting voted into the 
council, which governs the accep­
tance of new fraternities on UK’s 
campus.
Additionally, Knipp said such fra­
ternities are at a severe disadvantage 
if they don’t have a national head­
quarters to support their expansion.
At UF, Gamma Alpha Psi, a frater­
nity for gays, lesbians, bisexuals and 
the traasgendered, is in the process of 
becoming a structured fraternity — 
complete with chapter meetings, 
functions, officers and T-shirts. 
Spelled in Greek letters, the organiza­
tion’s name resembles the word “gay.”
PRICES
continued from page 1
publisher’s retail price,” .said Zinman.
A spot check on Monday after- 
nixm by the Mustang Daily found 
“The Norton Introduction to 
Fiction,” an English ^27 text, with a 
list price of $^6.25 selling for $39.75.
Zinman said his ideas are rein­
forced by frequently cheaper prices at 
A lda’s bookstore on Foothill 
Boulevard. Aida’s price for “The 
Norton Introduction to Fiction" is 
$24.9«.
“Why do they need to charge more 
than an independent businessman?” 
asked Zinman. “W hat’s wrong with 
this picture? For what it’s worth, 1 
think it Stinks.”
Rill Charlesworth, an employee of 
Central Coast Btx>ks publishing com­
pany, said although his company 
doesn’t publish textKxiks, retailers 
usually keep prices at the suggested 
price.
“It’s pretty much retail price it’s
sold for, or people will feel ripped off,” 
C'harlesworth said.
El Ct)rral texth<H)k manager Cindy 
Giamhalvo refrains from commenting 
on specifics of the charge until she 
sees Zinman’s evidence.
“1 would have to see more informa­
tion before 1 could com m ent,” 
Giamhalvo said. “Rut 1 don’t feel that 
w'e grossly overcharge our students.”
She alsti pointed out that El Corral 
does have a low price guarantee to 
maintain competitive prices.
Giamhalvo said the cost t)f hot>ks 
comes from .several factors, including 
the price the publisher charges the 
Kxikstore. “We have a margin that 
we use based on covering our costs. 
And there’s money we have to give 
hack ti> the university so we have to 
cover that alst>.”
Frank Cawley, director of El 
Corral, could not he reached for com­
ment Monday aftemcxan.
Zinman plans to meet with ASI 
president L)an Gets and representa­
tives from El Corral to discuss course­
ware prices.
Cal Poly Escort Von
Escort Von, run by the Community Service Officer (CSO) Division of 
the University Police will moke scheduled stops at the following loca­
tions and times, Sunday through Thursday;
Kennedy Library......................................................................On the hour
University Union.............................................. 20 minutes after the hour
Business"  2 ) ............................. 40 minutes after the hour
Arrangement can be made to be picked up from other locations on the 
Col Poly campus by calling Public Safety Services at 756-2281.
• Hours of operation for the Escort Van are from dusk till closing 
time of the (Main) Kennedy Library (last pick-up at the Library 
stop).
• Escort Van does not run on Friday and Saturday nights.
• Please call 756-2281 for escort availability outside the sched­
uled operation hours. Escorts will only be provided for unusual 
situations, under special arrangement, or in an emergency. 
Ple:tse plan ahead.
IFC, campus groups reach 
out with safety education
By Joellen Smith
M ustang Daily
After the disappearance of Cal 
Poly student Rachel Newhouse, 
.some campus organizations want to 
stress safety awareness to local high 
school and college students.
Steve Morris, president of the 
Interfraternity Council and kinesi­
ology senior, along with two friends 
of Newhouse, will he hosting a 
lunchtime discussion with students 
at Mission High School this week. 
The talk will cover issues like per­
sonal safety and the dangers of 
hinge drinking. Teachers and coun­
selors will also he present at the dis­
cussion.
“1 feel that with us going to the 
high schcxil, (the discussion) will 
bring a more personal appeal,” 
Morris said.
Morris wants high schoolers, 
especially male students, to take a 
more active role in protecting each 
other.
“As for the safety issue gt)es, offer 
(your friends) walks home from 
school or when they are out party­
ing. Be there for your friends ... in 
a time when they need consoling,” 
Morris said.
The idea to meet with IcKal high 
school students came about before 
Newhouse’s disappearance, Morris 
said. The incident triggered the 
need to emphasize safety awareness 
with students.
Another campus organization. 
Take Rack the Night, plans to 
develop a similar program dis­
cussing safety to high schcxil stu­
dents beginning next fall.
“We are always stressing safety,” 
said Sharon Perkins, Take Back the 
Night ctxirdinator and aeronautical 
engineering senior. “1 think that 
the (Newhouse disappearance) 
hnnight the issue of safety into the 
eyes of more people. ... It is really 
unfortunate that we have an exam­
ple to lotik to now."
Take Back the Night tried to get 
an outreach program available to 
local high schcxil students this year, 
hut the organization had to devote 
more time to hindraising, Perkins 
said.
“An outreach program is kind of
‘‘I think that the (Newhouse disappearance) 
brought the issue o f safety into the eyes o f more 
people/*
—  Sharon Perkins
Take Back the Night coordinator
like having an entire club in itself. 
It takes a lot of time and dedica­
tion,” Perkins said. A proposal of 
what is to be presented has to go 
through the high school district, 
and each high sclux^l can approve 
or reject the proposal.
The Newhouse disappearance 
also triggered other Cal Poly orga­
nizations to stress safety awareness 
to the Cal Poly community. The 
Sexual Assault-Free Environment 
Resource Program (S.A.F.E.R.), 
affiliated with the Peer Health 
Education Program at Cal Poly, is 
one example.
“The S.A.F.E.R. program has 
taken a role in helping make stu­
dents, faculty and staff on campus 
aware of what they can do to be 
safe, primarily as a result of aware­
ness from the Rachel Newhouse sit­
uation,” said Rojean Dominguez, 
S.A.F.E.R. program ax>rdinator.
Members of the S.A.F.E.R. pro­
gram consist of representatives 
from student affairs, faculty and 
staff. The program needs a student 
representative, l^ominguez said.
One of Dominguez’s goals is to 
have every sorority go through a 
safety program by the end of this 
quarter.
“We will talk akiut safety tips, 
alcohol and how they relate 
becau.se oftentimes alcohol is the 
greatest fact for putting you at risk 
for doing something that makes you 
unsafe,” l>>minguez said.
The S.A.F.E.R. program recently 
passed out safety-tip fliers to cam­
pus faculty, staff and dorm resi­
dents. Some of these safety tips sug­
gest alertness and awareness of 
one’s surroundings, IcKking car 
doors after getting inside, and walk­
ing with others or calling a campus 
escort at 756-2281 while on cam­
pus at night.
“C')ftentimes our human traits are
(to say) that ‘It is not going to hap­
pen to me,’ and then people see 
that the (Newhouse di.sappearancc) 
could have very easily happened to 
them,” Dominguez said. “Most peo­
ple are much more concerned and 
are taking more precautions than 
they had in the past.”
After the Newhouse disappear­
ance, some Cal Poly students say 
they do not feel as safe in San Luis 
Obispo.
“1 think (the disappearance) 
changed most people,” said Kristie 
Lear, an agriculture business stipho- 
more. “Especially since it happened 
again, after Kristin Smart.”
Lear said that she and her rcxim- 
mates now make sure they lock the 
front door every night, especially 
when they go out. Before 
Newhouse disappeared, they felt 
safe enough living in San Luis 
Obispo to leave their door 
unltKked.
Even though Lear is more con­
cerned aUnit her safety after the 
Newhou.se disappearance, she said 
she does not feel the need to attend 
any safety awareness workshops.
“People are concerned about 
their personal safety and want to 
talk about it. But you need to take 
the next step. ... You do .something 
about it,” .said university police 
investigator Raymond 13errett.
Berrett created the Scared Safe 
program 15 years ago based on an 
ttfficer-survival course. More than 
15,CK)0 individuals attended this 
program that Kkuscs on how to 
avoid and respond to dangerous sit­
uations through role-playing and 
crime prevention lectures.
According to Berrett, interest in 
the program increased after 
Newhouse’s di.sappearance. Berrett 
would like to .see more participa­
tion from Cal Poly. For more infor­
mation visit www.scaredsafe.com.
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CFA rejects fact­
finding report
CSU salary negotiations to end later today
By Burt McNaughton
M ustang  Daily
A report that could determine the 
future of Cal Poly faculty pay is still 
under negotiations.
The California Faculty Assoc­
iation refused to accept the fact-find­
ers’ report. Negotiations continued 
today.
The fact-finding report presented 
hy a neutral party contains recom­
mended compromises to resolve all of 
the disputed issues over the new facul­
ty contract.
These are some of the compromises 
reached hy the California State 
University system’s panel hut refu.sed 
hy the CFA;
■  A three percent general salary 
increase.
■  All faculty eligible for a Service 
Salary Increase who received a merit 
pay increase must receive at least 2.4 
percent merit adjustment.
■  Establishment of mandatory facul­
ty review committees for merit pay 
decisions.
■  The continued inclusion of depart­
ment chairs in the bargaining unit.
■  A $7.22 million fund to provide for 
faculty development activities.
■  Two-year contracts for about 
2,500-3,000 lecturers with six years of 
continued service.
■  A more gradual reduction in the 
duration of the Faculty Early 
Retirement Program.
■  ('ounselor’s eligibility for sabbati­
cal.
■  Increased leave benefits for part- 
time lecturers
■  A total of 6 percent in salary 
increases for faculty in fiscal year 
199*-)/2000 — if the (-SU receives its 
hiklget rei.|uest for that ye.ir, according
to information from the C SU ’s 
Chancellors office.
“The California Faculty 
Association signed dissenting,’’ Ken 
Swisher, spokesperson for the C SU ’s 
Chancellors office, said. “We were all 
disappointed that (the CFA) didn’t 
agree with the fact-finding report.”
The two main issues still under 
negotiations are how the merit pay 
system should work and retroactive 
pay.
Merit pay is given to faculty mem­
bers based on their performance. 
Retroactive pay deals with pay 
increases during a contracted year.
The fact-finding report looked 
similar to the C SU ’s previous offer. 
This previous offer was a 5 percent 
salary increase for the faculty. O f this 
5 percent increase, forty percent 
would go toward the merit pay system 
and 60 percent would go to the gen­
eral salary increase.
“W hat we offered is an average of 5 
percent,” Swisher said.
The CFA wanted a 6-percent 
salary increase with 20 percent or less 
going toward merit pay and the 
remainder going to the general salary 
increase. The CFA wanted this 6 per­
cent increa.se to catch up with other 
comparable institutions according to 
Myron Hood, Chairm an of the 
Academic Senate at Cal Poly.
The C^alifornia Postsecondary 
Education Commission Icuiks at 20 
iastitutions to compare faculty com­
pensation.
It an agreement is not reached hy 
the trustees’ meeting this afternoon, 
they may vote on a resolution that 
would raise faculty salaries.
SMOKE
continued from page 1
cutting torches.
Alarm technician Frank C'alahrese 
said the building is equipped with 
smoke vletectors, hut not the kind 
th.it detect ha:y — almost invivihle 
— smoke. The detectors .ire made to 
catch “smoldering fires" involving 
burning plastic or furniture, which 
produce a thick hl.ick smoke.
“There just wasn’t enough of the 
kind of smoke for those things to 
trip," (^il.ihrese s.iid. lie  said it was 
fortunate th.it people noticed the 
fumes .ind evacuatckl without an 
al.irm sounding.
“It was more of a personnel hazard 
than it was a fire hazard,” he said. 
“There was no fire hazard. If there 
had been a fire, it would h.ive gener­
ated a lot more smoke. There just 
wasn’t enough visible smoke to trip 
the system.”
Dispatch supervisor Fred Mills said 
smoke did accumulate in the build­
ing’s main computer nxim through­
out the day and caused a smoke 
detector to activate an alarm at 12:36 
that afterrKHin.
C'alahrese said the new smoke detec­
tion system, which is planned to he' 
implemented in the computer science 
and administration buildings in the 
spring, would Ix' more flexible than the
STDs
continued from page 1
the paper seat covers provided in 
bathroom stalls will help prevent the 
spread of other diseases as well. “(The 
seat covers) are not ideal, hut a whole 
lot better than nothing,” she said.
Several common antibiotics are 
effective in treating chlamydia. Yet as 
with most STDs, prevention is the 
best treatment. Condoms and other 
harrier contraceptives act as the most 
effective preventatives for the spread 
of STDs.
Unlike chlamydia, meningitis 
spreads much like a common cold. 
Reported cases cT meningitis for 1998 
are “at least twice of what we usually 
get,” Schwenoha said.
There were only 13 meningitis 
cases reported in 1996. The ca.ses 
increased to 35 in 1997 and to nearly 
50 cases in 1998.
Like other sicknesses brought on 
by bacteria or viruses, meningitis 
organisms come in contact with most 
people every day. Schwenoha said 
people can carry the bacteria around 
in their throats, and some will actual­
ly get sick from it, while others will 
not. No one really knows why only 
some become ill.
Two types of meningitis exist: viral 
and bacterial. The viral type is more 
common and rarely serious: one out 
of seven people who get bacterial 
meningitis die. San Luis Obispo has 
not had a meningitis-related death in 
a King time, Schwenoha assured.
“Hospitals are gcHid at diagnosing 
and treating quickly,” she .said. Once 
a person’s symptoms fit those i)f 
meningitis, he or she is started on
**The key is hand-washing» Scrubbing with fric­
tion for at least 15 seconds is the best.”
— Barbara Schwenoha
SLO County Health Center
antibiotics and put in an isolation 
room right away, Schwenoha said.
Both forms of the disease may 
cause fever, nausea, and respiratory 
problems. The symptoms most likely 
linked with meningitis include a stiff 
neck and a “headache unlike any­
thing you’ve had before,” Schwenoha 
said.
Meningitis is typically more com­
mon among children, but according 
to Schwenoha, adolescents and adults 
in San Luis Obispo County have had 
more cases. Only two or three Cal 
Poly students have been diagnosed 
with meningitis in the last five years.
Numbers of viral hepatitis cases in 
San Luis Obispo dropped by nearly 25 
percent in 1998. Three different 
hepatitis viruses exist: A, B, and C. 
All three have similar symptoms and 
all attack the liver. Hepatitis A, can 
enter the body when a person eats or 
drinks something contaminated with 
the blcKid or feces of a carrier. The A 
virus’ symptoms usually appear sud­
denly but won’t lead to the chronic 
problems cairsed by hepatitis B or C.
Nine cases of hepatitis A were 
reported in San Luis Obispo for 1998, 
down from the 25 reported cases in
1997.
The best way to prevent getting 
hepatitis A is to practice ginxl per­
sonal hygiene. “The key is hand­
washing,” Schwenoha said. Wash
hands after using the rest room, 
changing diapers, and before prepar­
ing food. “Scrubbing with friction for 
at least 15 seconds is the best.” Use 
soap and water, though not necessari­
ly warm water, she said. Antibacterial 
alcohol gel provides a good alterna­
tive if water is not available.
Also, keep fingers out of the eyes 
and mouth, two places where disease 
could enter.
Hepatitis B, the most common 
STD, is “a lot more infectious than 
HIV; it stays alive much longer,” 
Schwenoha said. It tran.smits just like 
HIV, which means through needles as 
well as unprotected sex.
There is an effective vaccination 
for hepatitis B. Good personal 
hygiene will also help prevent the 
spread of it — he especially careful 
not to share toothbrushes, razors or 
pierced earrings with other people. 
Microscopic bleeding can spread the 
disease.
Hepatitis C, not as common as A 
or B, typically spreads through shared 
needles or bKxid transfusions if cont­
aminated blood is involved. 
According to the American College 
Health As.siKÍation, researchers have 
recently developed a test to .screen for 
the virus in donated blood.
Information about these and other 
communicable diseases is available in 
the lower level of the Health CVnter 
on campus.
m i  .
current system.
“We’re putting in a new system,” 
Calabrese said. “It uses what’s called 
analog smoke detectors. It’s really new 
technology.”
The new detectors will mea.sure the 
amount of smoke in a 900-scjuare-fiHit 
area and send the data to a computer 
that determines if the concentratioti is 
high enough to sound an alarm. Tlie 
threshold for the alann sounding can 
K- varied by the user.
Cailabrese said a "rough estimate” for 
the cost of upgrading the two buildings 
would Ix' close- to $40,000. The new 
system wixild Ix’ paul tor from yearly 
campus improvement funds. The 
upgrade would probably include 40 or 
50 of the new detectors in the comput­
er science building alone.
“I tend to err on the side of caution 
on these things,” C^alabrese said. “It’s 
just .1 matter of money.”
Since the smoke incident occurred, 
environmental health and safety man­
ager David Ragsdale has had a chance 
to test the smoke for toxic elements. A 
small amount of lead was found in the 
smoke, but even where the smoke was 
in highest ammints, the lead was below 
limits specified by the California 
CVcupational Health Administration.
He said no other chemicals were 
tested for, although chief engineer 
IVnnis Elliot said the water chiller had 
contained lithium bromide, so residual 
traces could have Ix-en in the smoke.
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YOUR
CAREER. 't H;
TAKE
CONTROL.
N.E.T. «ATM networking. No one in Silicon 
Valley controls voice, data, and video for 
mission critical WANs like us. And no one 
offers more career control to its people. With 
our accelerated international success, you’ll 
find that N.E.T. is the place to bring your 
aspirations for professional growth and mobility. 
Visit us at www.net.com. Take control.
We currently have New Grad opportunities in 
Fremont, CA.
Software Development 
Engineering
Software Test Engineering 
Hardware Engineering
For details on employment opportunities, 
check out our Web site: W W W .ne t.C O tn
See U5 on the Cal Poly Campus 
On-Campus Interviews 
Tuesday, February 9th 
Contact Carter Services fo r details.
N etw ork  Equipm ent 
Technologies
If you miss us on campus, send your resume, 
indicating area of interest, to: NX.X, Attn:
College Relatioiu, 6500 Paseo Padre Parkway, 
Fremont, CA 94555. E-mail: coUcge^net.com 
(teat only, no attachments)) FAX: (510) 574-4018.
N .E . T. is proud to he an equal opportunity employer.
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The Cal Poly Scam
Fellow scholars and dedicated students, have you any clue ref'arding the tuition increase in the works for next tall? Currently we are heinii charged $45 dollars 
a quarter tor the C?al Poly Plan. The increase will be in 
addition to the current charf'e, hrinyinj» the total to $180 
dollars over the next two years. At this time 1 am neither 
k>r or a}>ain.sr the Plan itselt, hut 1 cannot allow myself to 
stand hy and watch my fellow students fate he decided hy 
a 15 member steering committee. Now here is where the 
scam comes in.
Accordintj to tiuidelines set hy the C?al State Finance 
CCommittee hack in 19%, a student tee increa.se can only 
he authorized hy a student referendum (vote) or some 
other form ot alternative consultation that the University 
President eiulorses. This alternative consultation clau.se 
was submitted into the code hy C?al Polv administration 
officials hack in 1%6, ri^ht around the lime the Sports
C Complex and the oritiinal Cal 
Poly Plan were just pipe dreams.
The Cal Poly Plan Steerintt 
CCommittee, which meets ever>' 
Friday, has designed a system ot 
alu'rnative CiMisultation to sys- 
tematically “educate” certain 
groups within the University 
rettardinii the details of the Call 
A  Poly Plan. C'tnce tltat education
M M -  t B I  has taken |slace <md the elite
opinion has K m  ptthered, the 
inctease will either he approved 
or ilisapproved. They plan to 
consult student councils, stu­
dent clubs, college faculty, ASl 
aiufot course throw our a few 
non-hindinj.; student sur\eys. A 
problem arises in the fact that the admini.stration will not 
K' tssuiny a hindintj referendum (at least at the time of 
this writintj), which will pau^e how the students will actu­
ally feel aKuit the inctease.
From what I oKser\ed durinp the ci'inmittee meeting, 
the .idministration is planning to consult only the elite 
Students at Cal l\4y. The councils, the college clubs, and 
.ASl are all pre.it places to start, hut wh.it aKuit the stu­
dents who work forty plus hours a week puttinp them­
selves rhrouph schixd and whose only tree rime is con­
sumed hy studyinp and savinp? Who will t.ilk to them? 
They will K  the hardest hit hy a $H 5 doll.ir increa.se over 
the next two vears and they are Ixunp ovcrKniked.
Now 1 must pive credit where credit is due. There are 
four students on this committee and at least two of them 
seem to stronply endorse piviiip weipht to the peneral stu­
dent opinion. AIm), several collepe deans seemed to enter­
tain the idea of a random stratified sur\ey to test the 
treacherous rollinp seas ot .student tipinion. For them 1 sinp 
praises and conpratul.ite them on st.indinp fmn in their 
dedication to student well K'inp. The others, well ... 1 will 
not res*)rt to muilslinpinp.
For the life of me, 1 can only think ot one reastin why 
the avlministration woukl not fully endorse a referendum. 
They .ire tearful ot a vik;.i1 minority who w ill vote down 
the incre.ise. Subsequently they seek “altem.itive consulta­
tion" to drive around the speed hump that is student opin­
ion. The real silution would K‘ a campaipn to show the 
Knefits ot the (?al Poly Plan and exactly where that $180 
doll.irs .1 quarter wmild K* poinp, followed hy a hindinp 
stiKlent referendum.
If there is one thinp 1 have learned in life, it’s that it you 
don’t st.ind tor sinnethinp, you’ll tall for .inythinp. lA>n’t 
f.ill for this. Cm' to the upci'iuinp h'nims, write to the 
Must.inp l>.iily, contact your de.in. lAm’t let the Steerinp 
Ci'inmitiee’s stereotypes become .i self-tulfillinp prophecy.
Opinion Mustang Daily
Eddie Drake is a political science junior.
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If you could add anything to this 
campus, what would it be and why?
► “More residential housinp.
It’s .St) hard to find a place off 
campus and if they provided a 
place on campus it would he 
easier."
Mackenzie Bray
architecture senior
^  “1 want to have a hipper fixid 
court with a Tact) Bell and 
McPfonald’s. 1 always wondered 
why we didn’t have one.”
Beverly Amora
industrial engineering 
senior
► “New huildinps that are aes­
thetically pleasinp."
Jerry Diamond
achitecture senior fifíf f
^ “A blimp. Because it you 
have a new football team and a 
new stadium, you have to have 
a new blimp.”
AJ Schuermann
Mustang Daily 
business manager
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Leveling th e * e th n ic ’ playing field
Nobody is arguing against diversity 
on University of California campuses. 
However, people are arguing.
The affirmative action debate is 
alive and kicking and is being poked 
and prtxlded by the UC Regents. 
IXiring their January meeting, some 
regents hinted of a possible repeal of 
their 1995 ban on affirmative action 
practices, reported the Los Angeles 
Times. Tliough it would only be a 
symbcilic gesture -  California's 
Proposition 209 takes precedence over 
any Btiard of Regents decision -  the 
proposed reintrcxluction of affinnative 
action is sure to call protesters into 
action and to cause more arguing.
A symbolic repeal of the UC affir­
mative action ban is a smart public 
relations move on the part of the 
regents. More so, it is a smart student 
relations decision. Such an act, how­
ever, does nothing to address the 
diversity problem plaguing University 
of California campuses. Instead, it will 
only add fuel to an existing inferno of 
student and faculty protesters, whose 
actions have brought increased racial 
division on the San Diego campus.
The UC Regents need to make a 
move that separates the issue of diver­
sity from the idea of ethnicity. The 
multitude of outreach programs and 
methcxls the University of California 
is currently using to circumvent 
Proptisition 209 need to focus on edu­
cational deficiency rather than on 
ethnicity.
A diverse learning environm ent 
cannot be narrowly defined as one 
with a mixture of ethnicities pro­
portionate to that found in 
California. Racial diversity is but 
one aspect of many that should be 
considered when discussing the 
diversity of a community.
The goal of diversity on a universi­
ty campus is an educational one; stu­
dents and faculty of varied back­
grounds will present varied ideas and 
varied points of view -  the end result 
being a rounder, more enriching, more 
informative learning environment. A 
program capable of producing such an 
environment deals with a combina­
tion of regional diversity, economic 
diversity, diversity of religion, and a 
handful of other categories into which 
we fall that make us unique from one 
another -  racial diversity being but 
one of them.
It is, however, this racial diversity 
that we f(x:us on. And concentrating 
on issues of race and ethnicity touches 
us all like a branding iron to the 
heart. There is no escaping the-emo- 
tions that come with separating us 
into categories based on ethnicity, 
because we all have our own skin 
color and country of origin and can, 
therefore, be categorized and unneces­
sarily split away from our peers. 
Californians are so starkly divided 
when it comes to issues of race that 
Proposition 209 passed with just 54 
percent approval.
O n campus, this divide has 
revealed itself in both tears and in 
hateful words. A speaker at fall quar­
ter's rally remembering Matthew 
Shepard singled t)ut white males as 
the evil in the crowd. One group.
marching on campus in support of 
racial preferences, spoke of the prover­
bial “white man.” Fall quarter saw the 
appearance of swastikas on campus. 
Caucasian students express concern 
that their chances of getting into a 
UC school are decreasing. Students 
searching for seats in lecture halls -  
whether conscious of their actions or 
not -  gravitate toward other students 
with like skin colors.
While it is true that racial diversity 
at UCSD needs balancing, it is only 
part of the whole idea of diversity and 
does not deserve of the trouble-mak­
ing reputation it has developed.
The balancing of ethnicities is 
being done by the University of 
California in the form of outreach 
programs, such as partnerships with 
high schtxils and numerous recruit­
ment efforts. Applications for the fall 
quarter of 1999 at UCSD from 
Latinos have increased by 28.8 per­
cent from last year. There is also an 
11.2 percent increase in the number 
of African American applicants.
Matter of factly, it is wrong tor an 
educational institution to discriminate 
based on ethnicity, yearly income, 
religion, hair color, political affilia­
tion, or where an applicant lives. TTie 
only criteria on which a university 
can justly base its discrimination of an 
applicant is education. Grades, test 
scores and coursework can be the only 
fair and unemotional determinants of 
a student's qualifications. While our 
student and faculty piipulation at 
UCSD must be varied and colorful 
concerning race, religion, musical
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taste and money in their pcx:kets, wc 
must all he, more or less, homoge­
neous in the category of academic 
excellence.
After all, proponents of affirmative 
action claim that African American 
and Latino students are not given, 
through their public schtKils, the same 
educational ttxils and opportunities as 
other students. Money may not he 
pumped into schools in ptxir neigh- 
txirhcxxls and teachers there may not 
be the best. It seems then, that the 
ailment these racial preferences are 
attempting to cure is an uneven edu­
cational playing field; applicants to 
the University of California may not 
all he equipped with the same oppor­
tunities to prove their worth and 
potential.
And while lines dividing us hy the 
quality of our high schcxil and grade 
schixil experiences may he drawn very 
similarly to lines defining us hy skin 
color, determining our ptitential based 
on our education takes away the emo­
tion causing rifts in our community.
It's not that attempts to balance 
UeSD's ethnic pie chart aren't 
admirable -  they are. But the manner 
of that balancing -  to again mete out 
disproportionate opportunities and 
preferences based on our ethnicity 
-causes an unrest in our community, 
the harmful effects of which may out­
weigh the benefits of a balanced stu­
dent population.
To examine an applicant's past edu­
cation rather than their country of 
origin addresses the problem that, per­
haps, African Americans and Latinos
are not afforded the same opportuni­
ties as Caucasians. Shifting the focus 
of affirmative action to educational 
discrepancies between applicants is a 
move toward solving the problem of a 
non-diverse campus. Allowing prefer­
ences based on ethnicity is just a 
hunch of duct tape hoping for some­
one else to come along with nails and 
wixxl glue -  a quick fix waiting for a 
real solution.
In addition to tossing around the 
idea of a silly public relations repeal of 
their affirmative action ban, the 
regents discussed increased fcx:us on 
teacher training. One regent hopes to 
double the number of UC-trained 
teachers. Gov. Davis has already 
approved three programs that move 
toward this goal. The regents should 
he applauded for this effort; better 
teachers in California schixds will 
level the currently uneven playing 
field that is causing an imbalance of 
ethnicities on UC campu.ses.
C'onceming affirmative action, the 
UC Regents should make strides to 
remove the emotional category of race 
from any of their decisions. Dividing 
and categorizing students ha.sed on 
race when the problem is one based 
on education does nothing to improve 
the learning environment on a uni­
versity campus, it only makes more 
visible the divides. The goal of a rich 
and diverse education and campus is 
much broader than the incendiary 
issue of race.
Jeffrey M. Barker is a student at the 
University of Califonia, San Diego.
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Trend toward bottled water may hurt teeth
Flouridated tap water is important 
for dental health, research suggests
Dw AIawi  ^ 'irtA f/\rfv\irvrT < \r fl i ■/t r i / i tBy Alexis Garbeff
M ustang Daily
IVittlod water may taste better to 
many C'al Poly students, hut dentists 
say t.ip water is the Ix'st drink tor teeth.
Many dentists have yrown et)i\- 
eerned due to the increase ot cavities 
and penodont.il diseases amont’ chil­
dren .ind adults. These dise.ises are, 
on .iver.iee, .ittrihuted to .i lack ot tlu- 
oride intake. Cdne major c.iuse is hot- 
tied u.iter.
.\i.coidin^ to S.in Luis Obispo den- 
tea l.ic W. Pedersen, peiiple are ^et- 
tinji less tluonde Ivcause man\ people- 
have chosen to drink the altern.itive 
r.) the tluoride-tilled t.ip water.
"Recent rese.irch indicates tluori- 
d.ited w.iter tor students m.iy he more 
import.mt than previously thouiLiht,” 
Pedersen said. “Fluoride is heneticial 
tor students, and it doesn’t hurt them.”
Most bottled water ekies not con­
tain any tliuiriele, and it it does, levels 
are nor consistent and very low.
Fluoride is a natural element tound 
at varyiny concentrations in all 
drinkinj> water and in soil. It acts as a 
shield that prevents acid reproduc­
tion by bacteria.
.■Xccordin^ to .-\nita Mark, public 
intormant tor the .American Dental 
.Associ.ition, tluoridated water is very 
important tor teeth.
"The ADA recommends access to 
tluorid.ited water,” .Mark said. “When
teeth are tormina, intake of tluoride is 
needed in order to keep strong teeth.”
San Luis Obispo, as well as Cal 
Poly, has had a tluoridated water sup­
ply since 1954. According U) Gary 
Henderson, San Luis Ohispo water 
divisitin manager, the city has the 
optimal level ot tluonde — 0.8 mil­
ligrams per liter — set by the Fiuid 
aiiil Drug .Administration.
However, San Luis Obispo resi­
dents’ access to a tluoridated water 
supply is not the problem. The prob­
lem stems trom some people’s dislike 
ot tap water and the growing bottled 
water trend, which has increased 
among Cal Poly students.
The leader in this bottled water 
dom ination is a Pepsi product, 
Aquatina. Aquatina — a nontluori- 
dated water — is the otily bottled 
water sold at Cal Poly.
According to ITile Lackore, assis­
tant director ot procurement for 
C'ampus Dining, Vista Grande 
Restaurant, The Avenue, Sandwich 
Plant and vending machines sell a lot 
of Aquatina to students. Campus 
Dining has sold 1,587 ca.ses ot 15-liter 
bottles since July 1. It also sold 4,475 
ca.ses containing 24 20-ounce bottles.
“1 would say the bottled water sales 
have peaked tor now, and they might 
go down when the next big trend 
comes along," Lackore said.
IVib CAishing, clerk tor the Campus 
Market. K-lieves that the Ccampus
P C A S L I R C c \ r  rhe (JnivcRsicy (Jnion
COondAy- (JJednesdAy
)c\nuARy 25-27, 1999
Activities at all participating merchants:
Look for the little Treasure Chest entry boxes and WIN!
Prize drawing at every location.
Locate a Treasure Map at any o f the merchants below and 
take it with you as you explore the University Union. 
Answer the questions on your map and get stamped at each 
merchant. Collect all stamps and you will be entered in a 
drawing for a Treasure Chest o f  Prizes. (5-rand prize drawing 
will be held 7pm, Jan 17 at the 5LY96 live remote.
(need fu)t be preietit tu win).
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REFRESHING :
Trisha Coffey, a 
civil engineering 
sophomore, 
enjoys a bottle 
of Aquafina 
between classes 
Monday. The 
trend toward 
bottled water 
has many den­
tists worrying 
students might 
not be getting 
enough flouride 
for healthy teeth.
Steve Schueneman/ 
Mustang Daily
Market sales are no different when it 
comes to Aquatina, if not higher. Last 
fall quarter. Campus Market sold 
9,031 20-ounce bottles of Aquafina. 
It also .sold 5,655 one-liter bottles.
“The sales numbers have not been 
consistent," Cu.shing said. “In the la.st 
six to seven years, bottled water sales 
have been increasing much like the 
Snapple trend a tew years ago.”
W hether Kittled watet is a trendy 
drink or not, most .students preter the 
taste of the nonfluoridated drink to 
tap water.
"1 drink mostly Kittled water, and 1
huy probably $5 worth a week at (Vista 
Grande),” biology freshman Prentice 
Rios said. “Tap water just diK-sn’t taste 
right; it doesn’t taste pure.”
According to economics freshman 
Christy Guzman, almost everyone in 
her Yosemite 1 lall dorm would rather 
drink Kittled water than drink out ot 
the drinking fountain.
Guzman said she would rather 
spend money on Kittled water than 
subject herself to the taste of tap 
water, regardless ot her tluonde 
intake. Guzman buys six Kittles to 
seven Kittles ot Atiuatina weekly.
One solution for tluoride- 
concerned bottled-water drinkers is 
to drink one of the 20 tluoridated Kit- 
tled-water brands. According to the 
International Kittled Wafer Associa­
tion, the 20 brands ot bottled water 
contain low levels of tluoride — 0.2 
milligrams per liter — a limit set by 
the FDA for Kittled watet.
Although only four brands of the 
20 are sold in California — 
Alhambra, Crystal, Sparkletts and 
Yosemite — Cal Poly students can 
only benefit trom the.se tluotidated 
brands it they shop oft campus.
Man gets new hand 
in first U.S. transplant
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A man 
who lost his left hand in a firecracker 
explosion 1 3 years ago received a new- 
one transplanted trom a cadaver, and 
doctors saw the hand turn pink and 
show signs of life.
The 14)i-hour surgery, completed 
Monday morning, was the second 
such transplant ever and the first in 
the United States. But diKtors cau­
tioned that the patient, Matthew 
lYavid Scott, had a high risk of bUxid 
clots and other complications in the 
first 24 hours.
There is as much as a 50 percent 
chance the hand will be rejected in 
the next year, forcing Scott to take 
powerful anti-rejection drugs that 
suppress the immune system and 
increa.se the risk of infection, cancer 
and death. Scar tissue could develop, 
snagging the spliced tendons.
“The real battle and unknown starts 
now,” said I>. Warren C. Breidenbach, 
who led the surgical team at Jewish
Hospital.
Breidenbach said first signs were 
good for Scott, 37. The “hiHikup" of 
veins and arteries had worked, provid­
ing bliHid for rhe hand to turn pink.
Scott, a paramedic, lost his domi­
nant hand in a l\-c. 23, 1985, bla.st 
from an M-80, which resembles a fire­
cracker but is far more powerful. 
M-80s have been illegal in the 
United States since 1966.
Scott has worn a prosthetic device 
ever since. He was able to resume 
working, and in 1990, was named 
National Paramedic of the Year by 
Emergency Medical Services magazine.
Some doctors have questioned the 
risks of traasplanting a nonvital organ 
such as a hand. But Breidenbach .said 
Scott was chosen for the experimental 
tran.splant because he had not adapted 
well to his artificial hand and is intel­
ligent, articulate and has plenty of sup­
port from his family, which includes 
his wife and two sons.
El C o r r a l  Bo o k s t o r e
Want A  
Challenge?
O F F I C E R  T R A I N I N G  S C H O O L
Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force 
Officer Training School. There you will become a commissioned 
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you’ll enjoy great pay, 
complete medical and dental care. 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportunity to travel and 
AIM HIGH 500 ^^ 0 world. To discover how high
a career in the Air Force can take 
you. call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit 
»ww.«-fcre..com www.airtorce.com
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Senate debates secretly
W ASHINGTON (AP) — The 
Senate closed its doors Monday to 
debate a Democratic attempt to dis­
miss all charges against President 
Clinton and bring bis impeachment 
trial to an end. House prosecutors 
pressed their case for testimony by 
Monica Lewinsky and a shortened list 
of ailditional witnesses.
Senators deliberated into the night 
in a rare secret session as the White 
House, confident of C linton’s ability 
to win eventual acquittal, announced 
It would ignore a written list of tiues- 
tii'iis submitted by Majority Leader 
Trent Lott and other Republicans.
An attempt by two Democrats to 
open the debate to the public was 
rejected, 57 senators voting against it 
.md 4 5  for it. A two-thirds majority 
was needed to pass.
The senators began their cKised- 
door debate after two final hours of 
arguments by the White House and 
I louse prosecutors on the question of 
dismissal.
Rep. Henry 1 lyde, the lead prosecu­
tor, told the Senate that dismissal 
would mean that “charges of perjury.
obstruction of 
justice are sum­
marily dismissed, 
d i s r e g a r d e d ,  
ignored, brushed 
off, and these are 
charges that send 
ordinary folk to 
jail every day of 
the week and |^yp£.
remove federal prosecutor, 
jutlges.”
There will be continuing con­
tention about Cdinton’s case, he said, 
unless the articles of impeachment 
themselves are brought to a viHe.
“The case c.innot be made. It is 
time U) end it," countered Nicole 
Seligman, a private attorney who has 
long represented (dinton and is part 
of his impeachment defense team.
No votes are expected before today 
or possibly Wedne.sday, bur after more 
than two weeks, the first presidential 
impeachment triiil in 131 years.was 
fast approaching a pivotal moment.
House Republicans are expected to 
produce a formal prt^posal for witness­
es on today, to be voted on after the
Denurcratic attempt to dismiss the 
charges.
A decision by the House prosecu­
tors to winnow their witness list during 
the day marked an attempt to hold the 
suppt)rt of wavering Republican sena­
tors whose votes will he crucial when 
the roll is called.
Lewinsky, remains at the top of the 
list. House officials said, and there is 
continued interest in seeking testimony 
from IVtty (airrie, the president’s secre­
tary. Additional consideration is Ix'ing 
given to adding presidential friend 
Vernon Jordan to the list, or perhap»; a 
White House akle, either chief of st.iff 
John Pi'de.sta (X Sidney Blumenthal.
The officials, who spoke on condi­
tion of anonvmity, said the idea t'f 
trying to question Kathleen Willey 
had been dropped, as had the idea of 
summoning any of a handful of other, 
less well-kntnvn women who have 
alleged that Clinton made unwel­
come sexual advances. House prose­
cutors had long sought their testimo­
ny to see whether Clinton or associ­
ates tried to intim idate them to 
change their stories.
Bradley kicks off 
run for president
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — 
With a flick of his Hall of Fame 
wrist. Bill Bradley launched the ball 
in a gentle arc toward the basket. 
Thud! It missed, a K)y’s club danker, 
followed by two more errant shots.
Thud! Thud! Bradley kept 
shooting until his final three 
throws ripped through the net with 
a tell-tale Swish! “1 takes .1 while 
to w.irm up," Bradley s.iid, y,inking 
at his sport coat sleeves, which had 
ridden above his elbows during 
Monday’s exhibition.
Out of basketball ,ind out of 
politics in recent years, the former 
New jersey senator is warming up 
for his challenge to Vice President 
.A1 Gore for the Democratic presi­
dential nomination.
And if his first day i>n the cam­
paign trail IS any measure, Bradley 
plans to quickly shake off the rust.
“1 am not really running against 
A1 Gore," Bradley declared at a
news conference earlier in the day. 
Yet he repeatedly drew subtle dis- 
tincti(.)ns between himself and the 
vice president. ,
“1 had a life before 1 got into 
politics and a life after 1 left the 
Senate,” said the Hall of Fame 
basketball player and Rhodes 
Scholar who resigned from the 
Catngress in 1996. Bradley didn’t 
need to say th.it t iore is the son .>f 
a Tennessee senator who entered 
politics at .1 young age ,md rarelv 
wandered far from Washington.
“I have not been a {xm of the par­
tisanship that has shaixvl the debate 
the last coujsle years," Bradley saivl, 
tiding to positu'n himself .is .in ,inti- 
W.ishington Deiiuicr.il despite his 
16 yvars in the Sen.ite.
.And he argued that he stands a 
better chance than C uire of bexiting 
the C lOP presidential nominee.
“I’d be K'tter able to attract inde­
pendents and Republicans,” he said.
Iowa professor^s study debunks college stereotypes
IOWA CITY, Iowa (U-WIRE) — 
Perhaps college stereotypes are left 
unspoken, but one can’t deny that 
they exist: Community college stu­
dents are inferior.
Sorority women .ite ditzy. jocks 
.ite, well ... jtx'ks.
.A study done by a LJniversity of 
Iowa pn>fessor shows that st)ine of 
these sterei>types are simply false. 
C'fther stereotypes, httwever, may not 
necessarily be totally unfounded.
Dispelling the notion that attend­
ing a community college entails 
receiving a second-rate education, 
the federally funded study shows that 
those who choose to spend less 
money for college aren’t necessarily 
sacrificing their education.
Re.search done by Ernest Pascarella 
reports that students who saved thou­
sands t)f dollars by first attending a 
community college performed just as 
well on cognitive tests — similar to 
the ACTT — as their four-year coun­
terparts did.
“They’re thought of as second-class 
institutions, and maybe that isn’t 
true," Pascarella s.iid. “Given the sort 
of bad press two-year colleges receive 
— which people actually Kdieve — 
they do .iKnit as well as students in 
four-ye.ir schools.”
The study shows that the quality' of 
an iivstirution played less of a role m 
student learning than what students did 
with the resources .ivailable to them.
For ex.imple, students in predomi­
nantly black universities — which, 
Pascarella said, have much fewer 
resources to put into education than 
predominantly white universities — 
perfonnt\l just as well on cognitive tests 
as students in largely white universities.
The study also liniked at women 
who believed they were being dis­
criminated against in the classnxtm 
because of their gender. Women who 
reported discrimination performed 
ptxtrly on cognitive tests throughout 
college, according to the study.
Among various student groups
included in the study, some findings 
make it even harder to shake off 
stereotypes.
■  Fraternities and sororities: Most 
students who are members of greek 
organizations tended to learn less than 
students who are not involved in greek 
life, according to Pascarella’s research.
White fraternity membets scored 
lower in math, critical thinking and 
re.iding comprehension, while sorori­
ty members scored lower in reading 
comprehension and in overall learn­
ing growth, the study reports.
This trend reversed for black males 
who join black fraternities, however. 
Bl.ick male fraternity members scored 
higher on these tests than nongreek 
black male students, according to the 
study.
■  Athletes: M.rle, freshmen foothill 
and b.isketball players scored lower in 
math and reading comprehension 
than nonathletes, the study shows. 
Scores tend to worsen when the stu­
dent athlete becomes ati upperclass­
man, .iccording to the study.
■  Working students: Despite their 
jobs’ eating up their free time, stu­
dents who work at part-time jobs get 
more out of school than those v\ho 
don’t work.
“1 think it’s probably true. In high 
scIhhiI I had .1 job, .ind I did Ixtter th.in 
when 1 w.isn’t working," LJrmetsiry of 
Iowa sophomore Jennifer Frey s.iid. “1 
think it makes you more responsible; it 
maylx' makes you more of an .idult. It 
makes you get more org.inized."
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Survey confirm s student use o f Internet
LOS ANGELES (U-W IRE) — 
The popularity ot the Internet has 
^rown in recent years, and a survey 
released last week confirmed its wide­
spread use among students.
According to “The American 
Freshman,” an annual survey of the 
attitudes and behaviors of college 
freshmen, 91 percent of freshmen at 
University of California, Los Angeles, 
and 83 percent nationwide use the 
Internet for both research and home­
work.
“1 was really surprised by the num­
ber of students who use the Internet 
for research or homework,” survey 
director Linda Sax .said.
Internet chat rooms and e-mail are 
also widely used, by 55 percent and 
66 percent of students respectively, 
according to the study, sponsored by 
the UCLA-based Higher Education 
Research Institute.
In response to the growing pres­
ence of technology in education, 
questions concerning the Internet 
were added to the study for the first 
time in its 33 years.
The survey was started in 1966 by 
UCLA professor Alexander Astin to 
track trends in students’ attitudes and 
activities. Now, the survey is given to 
incoming freshmen at over 400 col­
leges and universities across the 
country in order to get an idea of 
national trends.
Though many students reported 
using the Internet, there is a vast dif­
ference across colleges in the degree 
of access to this technology. In fact, 
some students are not prepared to use 
the Internet, Sax said.
But UCLA' freshmen are among 
the most Internet proficient, com­
pared to those at private institutions.
“You can find whatever you want 
on the Internet,” first-year biology 
student Amal Mehta said. “But you 
have to know how to search and be 
willing to sit in front of a computer 
for a good amount of time.”
Among other trends, this year’s sur­
vey also shows a continuing decrease 
in political and academic interest 
among entering college freshmen. 
W ith the ongoing C linton scandal.
surveyors anticipated an increase in 
political interest, said Sax.
They found, though, that a record 
low of 26 percent found “keeping up 
to date with political affairs” as very 
important.
“Political tactics have gotten nasty 
and people are sick of it,” explained 
first-year biochemistry student Albert 
Tsai. “People have become apathetic.”
W hen the survey began, the 
Vietnam War and the civil rights 
movement meant students were more 
concerned with politics. Sax said.
Census must use nose count
W ASHINGTON (AP) — The 
Supreme Court ruled Monday that the 
2CKX) census cannot use statistical sam­
pling to enhance its accuracy, a deci­
sion making it more likely millions of 
people will be left out. The 5-4 ruling 
requires the traditional nose count to 
determine how many members of 
Congress each state should have.
Left in doubt, however, was whether 
the sampling the Clinton administra­
tion favors will be used to determine 
state-by-state eligibility for $180 billion 
in federal money each year of the com­
ing decade —  or for drawing election 
districts at all levels of government.
That may depend on whether the 
Republican-led Congress provides 
enough financing for the Census 
Bureau.
The nation’s highest court ruled
that a 1976 fed­
eral census law 
“directly pro­
hibits the use of 
sampling in the 
d e te rm in a tio n  
of population 
for the purposes 
of apportion­
ment.”
W hite Hou.se 
spokesman Joe 
Lockhart called the setback for the 
C lin ton administration a “ limited 
decision” and noted that the justices 
did not say sampling is unconstitu­
tional. That means Congress could 
decide to amend the 1976 law and 
support the methcxl.
But such action by Congress seems 
remote, since Republicans oppose sta-
REP. HASTERT:
Supports ruling.
tistical sampling. The Republican 
majority in Congress also is expected 
to resist efforts to let the Census 
employ two differing methods in 
counting the population.
“The administration should aban­
don its illegal and risky polling 
scheme and start preparing for a true 
head count,” said House Speaker 
Dennis Hastert, R-Ill.
Sampling probably would help 
Democrats because minorities and 
inner-city residents, who tend to vote 
Democratic, made up a large share of 
the estimated 4 million people missed 
by the 1990 count.
Republicans oppose adjusting the 
numbers to make up for that under­
count, because people who tend to vote 
for GOP candidates alst> are more like­
ly to voluntarily respond to the census.
White supremacist fliers 
inserted into student paper
BLOOM INGTON, Ind. (U- 
WIRE) — After distribution of the 
Indiana Daily Student was com­
pleted Friday, fliers containing 
white supremacist propaganda 
were inserted into copies of the 
newspaper at two new.sstands on 
Indiana University’s campus.
Publisher David Adams said the 
fliers were unauthorized and the 
newspaper’s advertising depart­
ment had not received payment 
for the fliers. All advertisements 
in the IDS must be solicited and 
approved through its advertising 
department.
“Inserts have to go through our 
normal prcKedure, and we have
the right to accept or reject them,” 
Adams said. “In all likelihood, the 
Indiana Daily Student would not 
have accepted that advertisement 
because our goal is to bring people 
together.”
The Indiana University Police 
Department is investigating, but 
Lt. Jerry Minger said it wasn’t 
immediately evident if the act vio­
lated any criminal statutes.
“The ones they’ll investigate 
are possibly trespassing, and fraud 
might be a possibility,” he said.
Minger added that the police 
are checking to find out who owns 
the e-mail address and post office 
box listed on the flier.
LIVE IN SAN FRANCISCO AND 
EXPLORE CALIFORNIA
The utilities Safety Branch of the Public 
Utilities Commission is looking for a few 
engineers to monitor the safety of gas 
and electric distribution systems 
throughout the state. Plan to spend at 
least half your time in the field. We issue 
notebooks, cellphones, and pagers so 
you can keep in touch and we maintain 
our own fleet of 4-wheel drive vehicles. 
You will be inspecting gas and electric 
utilities for compliance with the Commission General Orders governing 
construction, maintenance, and record keeping. You will also be inspecting 
mobilehome parks and apartment complexes that either have their own master 
propane tank or a master meter for natural gas.
You will also be on call 24 hours a day for about one week each quarter to 
investigate gas and electric accidents. If there is a gas explosion we want to be 
on the scene within a few hours to see if violations of our rules contributed to the 
accident.
This is fun, interesting outdoor work. We have offices in San Francisco and Los 
Angeles. Most openings are in San Francisco. PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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Stanford studies ATMs
Researchers team with Wells Fargo 
to investigate customer waiting
STANFORD (U-WIRE) — In 
orJcr to get rid of long lines at ATMs, 
a team of Stanford researchers has 
been wt)rking on the “Wells Fargo 
Queuing Technology Project” since 
last spring.
Through cameras and observa­
tion, the team has devised models 
for Wells Fargo to help its cus­
tomers avoid long waits.
Wells Fargo’s wish to minimize 
the length of time its customers 
wait for service, along with a desire 
to minimize the expense of placing 
ATMs in unfavorable loc.it ions, led 
to the emergence t)f this project, 
said Wells Fargo Senior Vice 
President Matthew Raphaelson.
Stanford’s Engineering-Economic 
Systems and Operations Research 
Department began working with 
Wells Fargo through a project course 
le.id by Sam Savage, the head of the 
depattment.
Wells F.irgo paid Stanford about 
$1 5,000 tor Its research.
The study used digital cameras
and a number of other devices to 
determine the length of time cus­
tomers waited in line at ATMs, and 
to find the locatums where ATM 
use would be optimized.
“Though this may sound basic,” 
Raphaelson said, “it’s very expen­
sive to do.”
According to the researchers, a 
single ATM costs at least $35,000 
and each requires $30,000 per year 
for maintenance, so a poorly placed 
ATM wastes a large amount of 
money and resources.
The study found particular loca­
tions where ATMs were not being 
used enough and other areas where 
they were overcrowded.
It has shown tb.it banks should 
not just .idd more .ATMs, but 
should relocate piHirly pl.iced ones.
Stanford rese.irchers are contin­
uing their work with NX'ells f-'argo 
.ind .ire putting together a software 
package th.it winild .illow tor the 
detailed m.ipping of ATM loca­
tions.
Tim Holliday, a second-year doc­
toral student in Savage’s depart­
ment, de.scribed the project as very 
unusual. He spent most of last sum­
mer working on the project and 
attempting to determine the distri­
bution of wait times for customers.
Holliday described some of the 
idiosyncrasies of customer behavior 
patterns.
“The interesting thing about 
ATMs is that if people are waiting 
in line at ATMs, they don’t get 
ticked off at the bank, but at the 
people ahead of them.”
The results of the study are cur­
rently being put into practice 
throughout C'alifornia.
“We’re moving 120 ATMs into 
high customer impact locations,” 
Raphaelson said.
Thanks to the study. Wells Fargo 
will not have to purch.ise all 120 of 
those .ATMs.
Eighty .ATMs tnmi low-cus­
tomer-impact loc.itions will be relo­
cated, so the bank will h.ive to pur­
ch.ise only 40.
Raphaelson is a gradu.ite of 
St.inford’s Ciradiiate School of 
Business and once studied under 
Sa\age.
Gore announces 
$128M  reading 
program effort
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Vice 
President A1 Gore, surrounded by 
children at an elementary school, 
announced Sunday that the C.linton 
administration will seek an addition­
al $128 million to help youngsters 
learn to read.
The proposal includes $26 million 
for the Reading Excellence .Act, a 
new program that makes local grants 
available for reading improvement 
and tutoting, and $50 million for a 
new program that targets reading 
probletns in the youngest children. 
The remaining funds were earmarked 
tor a v.iriety i>f family, early education 
and research programs.
The announcement came amid a 
two-day tour through C'alifornia for 
Gore, who is considered a leading 
contender for the Democratic presi­
dential nomination in 2000 but has 
yet to formally announce his candid.i- 
cy. The pledge also comes as 
California’s new Democratic Gov. 
Ciray Davis pushes a new slate of sim-
GORE:In San Diego.
ilar education 
reforms.
C3ore made 
the announce­
ment Sunday as 
part of a pu.sh to 
put volunteers 
from the nation­
al service pro­
gram .Ameri- 
Corps in three 
S.m Diego
schools  that
have Ix'tween 64 percent and 94 per­
cent Spanish-speaking students.
Beginning Xhmday, corps members 
will begin a new literacy program that 
provides tutoring, home visits and 
classroom help to children who need 
help with their reading at Kimbrough, 
Emerson/Bandini and VC'illow ele­
mentary schools in San Diego.
Schools nationwide need a lot of 
attention — from more teachers and 
smaller class sizes to upgraded build­
ings and equipment — Gore said.
California fails to meet U.S. welfare^to^work goal
SACRAMENTO (AP) — C:ahfor 
nia has failed to meet federal work 
requirements for two-parent welfare 
families, as expected, and officials con 
cede the state is likely to amass mil 
lions of dollars in penalties for flunking 
this early test of welfare reform.
In a memorandum to incoming 
Gov. Gray Davis, the Wilson admin­
istration warned that the state has 
K'en asses.sed $7 million for failing to 
move a significant number of its more 
than 140,000 two-parent families 
into the work force in late 1997, and
“is unlikely to meet the required two- 
parent rate” for 1998.
California has more people on wel­
fare, including more two-parent fami­
lies on assistance, than any other state.
C2ompounding that is its dispropor­
tionately high number of legal immi­
grants “with significant language bar­
riers .ind culrur.il barriers and all sorts 
of other barriers to full employment,” 
said Frank Mecca of the C'alifornia 
Welfare Directors .Assixiation.
The penalties are tangible evi­
dence that two-parent welfare fami­
lies pose a substantial barrier for 
(California to one of the prime goals of 
welfare reform. Officials do not 
expect to conform even in 1999, and 
they intend to challenge the fines, 
arguing that the state’s welfare popu­
lation is unique.
“(California is a very complicated 
state,” said new Health and Welfare 
Secretary Grant land Johnson, “and 
it’s a much more difficult task ... in 
contrast to the challenge confronting 
other states."
Two-parent families make up near­
ly a fifth of (California’s welfare case­
load. For more than a dozen states, 
two-parent families make up less than 
1 petcent of those on welfare.
Michigan has the next-highest, 
two-parent caseload after California, 
according to federal government sta­
tistics, with 15,077 such families, or a 
tenth of its caseload. In California, 
the number is 142,911.
The 1996 federal welfare reform 
act, which liberated states from thou­
sands of government regulations, also 
impo.sed some tough requirements.
For example, adults in at least 25 per­
cent of all welfare families must be 
working; in two-parent families, 75 
percent of adults must work. States 
that fail to achieve either goal are 
subject to penalties.
In the less demanding category of 
all welfare families, in 1997 (California 
and all other .states met the 25 percent 
requirement. But for the 75 percent 
employment requirement for the two- 
parent families, California, 16 other 
states and the District of ('olumbia 
fell short.
Storms add to snowpack
RENO (AP) — just 10 days ago, 
the Sierra snowpack was well K4ow 
normal as blue skies dominated the 
forecast and aKive-norm.il tempera­
tures made it feel more like spring 
than mid winter.
I low quickly things change.
Since then, a series of wet. Pacific 
storms have dumped as much as 90 
inches of snow— or IV: feet — in the 
mountains near Lake Tahoe, the 
National Weathet Service saiil on 
Monday. (')n Jan. 15, water content 
in the snowpack was less than 70 per­
cent of normal .iround Lake lahoe.
To the south in the Walker River 
drainage basin, it was a scant 50 ¡x t - 
cent of norm.il for this time of year.
Then the storms began. And they 
kept coming.
.As of Miinday, water content in 
the snowpack around Lake Talux* 
stiHid at 1 30 percent to 150 percent of 
normal, the weather service said. The 
Walker River drainage area was at 
ICHC percent.
.Another storm was on the horizon. 
The weather sc-rvice predicted more 
snow in the Sierra and the valleys of 
westerti Nevada on Tuesday.
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Cal Poly Wants You!
...to help (draw a blueprint for its future. 
The university is exploring what changes, 
if any, are needed in facilities and enrollment to
meet upcoming challenges.
Get Involved!
Attend a Master Plan Update Open Forum to learn about 
the project and express your views.
Volunteers are also being sought to serve on 10 task forces.
11 a.m.to 1 p.m. 
W ednesday, Jan u ary  27
Room 220 
University Union
7 to 9 p.m.
W ednesday, F eb ru ary  17
Conference Room
San Luis Obispo City-County Library 
995 Palm Street
For more inform ation:
call 756-6806, or visit Cal Poly's home page under "What's New" or 
http://nitrogen.facsrv.calpoly.edu/Facilities_Planning/FPDB/mp/index.htm
f rTRAFFIC SCHOOL
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Searching for Treasure
With a treasure map in hand and 
clues to be answered, Cal Poly stu­
dents will have a chance to find 
sunken treasure, or at least win 
some prizes.
Beginning Monday, January 25, 
the University Union will be a 
mass of treasure hunters and draw­
ings. Using a map supplied by 
participating merchants such as 
the ASI Craft Center, Traveltime 
and other businesses throughout 
the U.U., students will have three 
days to follow the map and search 
for clues. As students visit each 
location they will get their maps 
stamped. When the entire map is 
filled out, students will then turn in 
their map to the last location visit­
ed, thereby being entered into a 
drawing for prizes.
Backstage will spice up the 
Treasure Days atmosphere with 
noon performances Monday 
through Wednesday with artists 
such as Jim Holder, Ray Rossi, 
and Darrel Voss and Tim Jackson.
The main treasure search will 
take place on January 27 from 5 to 
8pm in the UU Plaza, with the 
treasure chest drawing at 7pm.
Also celebrating the event will be 
SLY96 and their giant prize wheel.
Prizes include a travel certifi­
cate, a backpack full of supplies, a 
bowling ball and free bowling, 
coffee and a mug at Julian’s, free 
pool at MePhee’s or a pizza party 
at BackStage Pizza.
Along with the drawing, stu­
dents can also take advantage of a 
20% discount off most items at El 
Corral plus a Pirate Blend Coffee 
tasting at Julian’s. Darrel Voss 
Latin Jazz will contribute to the 
party atmosphere from 6 to 8pm 
on the stage at BackStage.
Watch the University Union 
Plaza and businesses come to life 
the week of January 25 with prizes 
and music. Take advantage of the 
coupons attached to the maps that 
will be given out while attempting 
to win the treasure.
It all starts January 25 and ends 
with a nighttime celebration in the 
U.U. Plaza Wednesday, January 
27. It’s your chance towin a trea­
sure and have some fun while 
doing it. So take a study break and 
come see who wins the treasure 
during Treasure Days.
PEERFIELI), 111. (AP) — Brent 
Barry’s been tollowm>» tainous people 
all his life. He’s one ot Rick Barry’s 
kids, even thoiitih his relationship 
with his father admittedly is “rocky.”
Now the 6 'foot'6  {,’uard, wln) won 
the NBA slam dunk contest three 
years ago and who’s known tor his 
flashy play and nodook passes, has 
joined the newdook Chicago Bulls as 
their shooting guard.
It’s a position a guy named Jordan 
played with distinction for many 
years.
“If he does play well in Chicago, 
then they think they’ve got the next 
Michael Jordan,” Miami coach Pat 
Riley said.
Barry, who signed a six-year, $27 
million deal Monday with the Bulls, 
had several options as a free agent, 
including Golden State, which 
recently gave former Bulls forward 
Jason Caffey a seven-year, $15 mil­
lion deal.
Going hack to Miami was another. 
But his short stay there last season 
after being traded from the Los 
Angeles Clippers was not pleasant. 
He struggled with both an ankle 
injury and the Heat’s system and was 
left off the playoff roster.
Barry met with the Bulls last week, 
dined with new coach Tim Floyd and 
did some checking on his own, call­
ing Indiana Pacers guard Fred 
Hoiherg, who played for Floyd at 
Iowa State. He also liked Chicago’s 
triangle offense, which rewards play­
ers who move without the hall.
“Knowing what 1 know about this 
system, obviously with Scottie
/
J  (C a  fs T  (I m
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When was the last time 
you were o ffered  
such a great deal?
(Pippen) and Michael playing here, 
you can’t defend it — even when 
Randy Brown and Jud Buechler were 
in the game — so that helps the play­
ers,” Barry said Monday after his first 
practice.
“(General manager) Jerry Krause 
saw me play in college — he saw me 
more times than my dad did. He 
knows my game, they wanted me on 
draft day three years ago, so Pknow 
I’m wanted here.”
Barry said his relationship with 
Riley is not bad. Miami sent Isaac 
Austin, Charles Smith and a first- 
round pick to the Clippers for Barry 
last February. After averaging 13.7 
points in 41 games for Los Angeles, 
he averaged only 41  in 17 games for 
Miami.
The Heat recently lost shooting 
guard Voshon Leonard for an extend 
period with a stress fracture of his left 
leg.
“1 think coach Riley is a little 
upset that he got nothing out of the 
deal he made last year,” Barry said. 
“H e’s a good coach and unfortunate­
ly things didn’t work out for me in 
Miami. The fact they don’t have a ‘2’ 
guard right now, 1 think he’s a little 
bitter.
“It just wasn’t the option for me. 1 
decided to crime to C'hicago and do 
my thing here.”
Barry, who has two brothers in the 
NBA and another playing profes­
sionally in Germany, got a long-term 
deal from the Bulls, who are rebuild­
ing after Jordan’s retirement. They’ve 
sent Pippen to Houston and are ItHik- 
ing forward to the summer when they
can go free agent Nhopping.
“You don’t like to go the next day 
to a New Year Eve’s parry,” Barry 
said. “The floor is sticky and the stuff 
is still in the rafters.
“It’s no tun to be part ot the 
cleanup crew, but hopefully that will 
only last a year or two and you get 
back to where the team was before."
Barry also cited the chance to play 
with Toni Kukoc, who also likes to 
make open-floor, no-look passes, and 
a good feeling about Floyd as factors 
in his decision. Not to mention the 
contract.
“I’m silly to come here but he 
(Floyd) is crazy to be coaching here,” 
Barry said. “T hat’s the way 1 look at 
it. Any guy that crazy 1 want to play 
for. 1 talked to Fred Hoiherg and he 
had great things to say about him and 
on that recommendation my deci­
sion was made.”
“He thought 1 was crazy to come 
here?” Floyd said. “That makes the 
two of us crazy, 1 guess.
“He’s a piece to our future, a great 
piece.”
Barry’s father, like Jordan and 
Pippen, was chosen one of the NBA’s 
50 greatest players. Father and son 
are not close.
“The relationship between me and 
my dad has been rocky, but it’s some­
thing we’re trying to work on,” Barry 
said. “It’s no different than a lot of 
people who have situations between 
family members. 1 think he likes my 
game. 1 hope he does.”
In another move, the Bulls • 
renounced the rights to forward 
Scott Burrell.
A^ s sign Tim Raines
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Free 
agent outfielder Tim Raines, the only 
member of the World Series champi­
on New York Yankees not re-signed 
by the team, has .igreed to a tuie-year 
contract with the Oakland Athletics.
Raines will get $600,000 plus a 
Kmus of $50,000 if he is named an 
All-Star.
The 39-year-old hit .290 in 109 
games with the Yankees, who won an 
AL-record 114 games last season. He 
walked 55 times hir a .395 im-base 
pcTcentage.
Raines, a 20-year veteran with a 
.296 career average, leads all active 
players with 112 triples, and ranks 
second with 1,528 runs scored and 
803 sti'len b.ises. He ranks fourth 
with 1,264 walks.
“Raines will definitelv be a wel­
come addition in the ,As clublnuise 
this season,” A’s manager Art Howe 
said. “He knows wh.it it takes to wm 
and he’ll show the youngsters the w.iv 
to go. It will be nice to h.ive his bat m 
the lineup or on the bench to use m 
key situations.”
Raines m.ide his debut in Montreal 
in 1979 .ind was a seveti-time All- 
Star with the Expos. His best overall 
season was in 1987 when he hit .HO 
with 68 RBI, 18 home runs, 90 walks, 
50 steals and 12 3 runs scored.
.After the 1990 sc-ason, Raines was 
traded to the W hite Sox. He spent 
five seasons in (Chicago Ix-fore K‘ing 
dealt to the Yankees.
R.lines .iveraged .299 in three sea- 
st>ns with the Y.inkees.
Clippers expect first 
pick to report this week
El Corral Bookstore
PALM DESERT, Calif. (AP) - -  
The Li)s Angeles (dippers received a 
big surprise early Monday — a 7-f<H)t- 
l surprise.
They learned that cetiter Michael 
(31owi)k.indi, the first overall selection 
in last summer’s NBA draft, had lx*en 
released from his contract with Kinder 
l3ologna of the Italian League, freeing 
him to join them well before the Feb. 
5 start of the season.
“His agent said there was a possibil­
ity to get him back on the first or sec­
ond of February, but it just didn’t hap­
pen,” vice presitient of basketball 
operations Elgin B.iylor said. “Then all 
of a sudden ... this was a siirpri.se to me.
“I’m sure it’s probably a siityrise to 
him t(K) that they let him out of his 
contract. It’s ,i surprise to me that he
was able to get out of his contnict."
Baylor expects (''lowokaiuli to join 
tlu team Wednes».lay night in Los 
Angeles, after it returns home from 
training camp at (College of the IVsert. 
It’s expected he’ll take a physical 
examination on Thursd.iy before 
lx*ing cleared to practice.
Olowokandi signed with Kindet 
one day before the owners and players 
announced earlier this month they 
had resolved their differences and 
there would be an NBA sea.son.
As part of the deal, (Jlowokaiuli 
was Knitul to Kinder Bologna until 
Feb. 15. However, he has repiirte^lly 
been hampered hy tendinitis in his 
right knee, ami .i i liib .source s.iid the 
te.im let him go because he did not 
live u|i to ex|xi t.ilions.
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top shape),” Wells said. “I still have 
room to get better, hut now when 
I’m tired I can still keep going 
instead of my body giving out.”
The Mustangs took down 
Stanford 26-12 in their second com ­
petition of the day, with one forfeit 
in the 157-pound class.
Cal Poly was led hy Gross and 
Wells, who both wrestled major 
decisions.
The score was tight in the first 
four matches, as McGee and Gross 
both won their m atches while 
Stanford took the 125- and 133- 
pound classes.
Stanford pulled ahead, 12-10, 
after the Mustangs were forced to 
forfeit the 157-pound class. The 
Mustangs gained ground steadily, 
however, w inning the rem aining 
four matches.
Freshman Steve Strange (165 
Ihs.) pulled off an exciting victory 
against S tanford’s W arren 
McPherson, winning 12-10, even 
though he was down six points in 
the first round.
The Mustangs filled the gap left 
by their earlier forfeit when Joey 
Hart took the 184-pound class after 
Stanford’s Tim Kendall forfeited due 
to an injury.
The last match of the day was 
taken hy French, hack for his first 
competition in over a month.
“1 was happy to see him hack,” 
Haymon said. “The team was miss­
ing him .”
/Mberto Garza agreed the team 
neeus French.
“Mike brings quite a hit of leader­
ship hack to the team ,” Garza said. 
“He pumps everybody up.”
Cowell is happy to have French 
hack on the mats, but said French is 
still slightly uncertain about his
abilities.
“He’s a little hesitant mentally,” 
Cowell said. “He doesn’t want to get 
in there too early and hurt himself 
again. But the more matches he’s in, 
the more confident he’ll get.”
Cowell said he is feels the team is 
showing real improvement.
“We seem to he wrestling better,” 
he said. “Our intensity is up, and 
we’re handling competition better. 
It was a nice road trip. To be able to 
win both of those and to get Mike 
French back in.”
The team is back on the road 
today to take on San Francisco 
State, in their final of five consecu­
tive road matches.
In the first two road matches, the 
Mustangs beat No. 21 Brigham 
Young University, 20-16, on Jan. 16, 
and lost to Boise State, 22-10, on 
Jan. 17.
Wells isn’t worried about com pet­
ing against San Francisco State, it’s
“O ur intensity is upf and we*re handling competi­
tion better* It was a  nice road trip***
— Lennis Cowell
head wrestling coach
just the drive he isn’t looking for­
ward to.
“They haven’t been performing 
well,” Wells said. “In the past 
they’ve been a tough team, but 1 
think they’re weaker this year. I 
don’t think it will be that bad. It’s 
just a long boring drive for one dual 
meet. Hopefully the drive doesn’t 
give us jet lag.”
The team’s next home match is 
against Fresno State on Friday at 7:00 
p.m., and the team does expect some 
trouble from their long-time rival.
“It’s our biggest rival in the Pac- 
10,” Wells said. “We beat them last
year hy a point. They usually beat us.” 
Cowell said he expects a com pet­
itive match.
“We happen to beat them last 
year,” he said. “But wrestling is all 
about matchups, and we match up 
to where it could be five wins, five 
losses from each of us. It may be up 
to who gets points from major deci­
sions, and who gets pin points.”
“It will be a nice rivalry and a 
good com petition ,” Cowell said. 
“But we are planning on w'inning. 
Fresno is on a mental low right nt)w; 
they’ve lost some matches. We’re 
sky high because we’re winning.”
GRIFFIN
continued from page 12
thing she could academically. But being 
pregnant with her first child, Griffin was 
going to have a tough time staying in 
shape.
“I’m a determined person. C3ne thing I 
work hard in is keeping in shape,” Griffin 
said.
“After the initial shock of being preg­
nant, 1 realized that it wasn’t the end of 
the world. 1 could still play basketball, 
life can go on.”
Griffin did go on and began condi­
tioning while" she was pregnant.
“I shot and dribbled, but I wasn’t 
allowed to get my heart rate up past 140,” 
Griffin said. “Basketball is a year-around 
spnirt; when 1 started college, 1 became a 
gym rat.”
Griffin continued practicing basket­
ball and attending class until a week 
before giving birth to her baby girl, 
Kaliya.
“1 thought It really helped being an 
athlete and doing such hard condition­
ing over my lifetime,” Griffin said. “1 used 
my concentrât um and kept my eyes 
closed, trying not to fix:us on the pain.”
After giving birth, Griffin had to wait 
a couple months before returning to the 
court. These two months were hard for 
Griffin to face.
“1 didn’t know what to do,” Griffin 
said. “Physically, 1 couldn’t push my btxly 
to its limits because of health reasoas, 
and mentally, 1 didn’t know what to do 
about my time management."
Once back on the court, Griffin slow­
ly gained back her athletic skills needed 
to succeed. Qiach Mimnaugh was very 
impressed with how Griffin was able to 
handle her responsibilities.
“The challenges were more about 
time than physical challenges,” 
Mimnaugh said. “Her and Kiko are two 
athletes Kith taking classes with time 
constraints. How they got everything 
done is a challenge to me."
Griffin’s teammates were also 
impres,sed by the dedication and hard 
work she performed after having a baby.
“When coming back to practice after 
her pregnancy, she was heating half the 
team and she just had a bahy,” junior for- 
waal Tar>’n Sperr>’ said.
Time management has been mentally 
exhausting for Griffin. She’s had to juggle 
classes, practice, marriage and a child.
“It’s time-consuming, but it’s worth it.
I’ve grown up a lot being married and 
being a mother. It’s made me be more 
patient,” Griffin said.
“She wants to excel as a basketball 
player, a student and a mother,” 
Mimnaugh said. “It’s hard to excel in 
every part of your life.
Griffin has already began excelling in 
basketball again as the Mustangs have 
greatly exceeded expectations. The 
coaches and media alike picked the team 
to finish last in the Big West.
“I think I’m in better shape now than 
1 was two years ago,” Griffin said. “Now 1 
think I’m just trying to fiKus more on the 
little parts of the game.”
The little parts of the game have 
placed (jriffin third on the team in Kith 
points scored and in reKiunds this year.
“She can sKxit jump shots, steal the 
ball, she can take people away from the 
dtibble,” Mimnaugh said. “She’s a ton 
offensively, and she’s even stronger 
defensively.”
Griffin’s teammates and coaches lixik 
to her as a leader on and off the court.
“1 knew I would have to make sacri­
fices,” Griffin said, “but I was prepared to 
take those challenges."
Aquatic Coordinator - Temporary 
San Luis Obispo County 
$10.31 -$12.54/hr.
San Luis Obispo County is recruiting for an 
Aquatic Coordinator to manage the operation of 
pools, beaches, and lakes. Incumbent will be 
responsible for the testing, training, and supervi­
sion of aquatic personnel.
Minimum Qualifications: Must obtain a certi­
fied Water Safety Instructor Certificate, a valid 
Adult/Child/Inlant CPR certificate and a 
Standard First Aide certificate within 6 months of 
employment. All certificated/licences must, there­
after, be maintained throughout employment.
Submit County application form.s to Personnel Office, Room 
384, County Covernment Center, San Luis Obispo, CA, 93408. 
Deadline: 2 /1 9 /9 9  Jobline Phone Number: (805) 781-5958 . 
AN EEO/AA EMPLOYER
Classified A dvertising
Graphic Arts Building, Hooriì 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Ol)ist30, CA 934 0 7  (805) 75(5-1 143
,\.N.N()i ’\(;i:.\ii.Ni s
doN’t  Jo r g e t !  
VALBUTIUBS DAY IS 
ON ITS vYAYI
Muke your honey Funny feel 
oh so special! The perfect way 
to say 1 love you is to place a 
Valentines Day Special Love ad. 
Find a form in the UU, the newspa­
per, or in the Daily; 26-226
CASH FOR COMICS & GAMING ITEMS 
New Comics Wednesday Mornings! 
New Games Weekly CAPT. NEMO 
COMICS 779 Marsh. 544-NEMO
CASH PAID FOR USED CD S, TAPES.
& L P ’S. CHEAP THRILLS & 
RECYCLED RECORDS. 563 Higuera 
New Releases $4.00 off list.
Open M-Sat till 9.
( L \ . \ l l ' l  .S C 'l I l iS
OPEN H O U SE’99
Mandatory Info sessions:
Thurs Jan. 21, 11:00 03-213 or 
Thurs Jan 28, 11:00 03-213 
‘ Must Pick up your intent to 
parlicipatti to be a part of 
Open House 1999 Questions, call 
Open Hduse office: 756-7576.
(im:i.K .\i:ws
w a n t  r e s u l t s ?
A D V E R T I S E  \V I T H
t h e  m u s t a n g  d a i l y ... 
A N D  g e t  t h e m /
c a ll 756-1143
Oraaltsl
Announce your special events in
the Mustang Daily
call
AcDQ
National Service Co-ed 
Fraternity. Meetings are Wednesdays 
8pm Bldg 03-112
v \ I I S
*** IN CONCERT *•*
P O IN T  O F  G R A C E
Cal Poly Rec Center 
Thursday Feb. 4th, 7:30 pm 
Tix $12.50- Rec Center Box Office
IL ^ IIM .( )^  M l i .N T
LOOKING FOR A JOB?
CHECK the employment
SECTIOS OF THE MUSTANG DAILY
AND get RESULTS!
Camp Wayne-Northeast Pennsylvania 
(6/22-8/20/99) If you love children 
and want a caring, fun 
environment we need staff for: 
Tennis, Golf Gymnastics, Swimming, 
Waterskiing, Sailing, Piano, Team 
Sports, Fine Arts and Crafts, Guitar, 
Cheerleading, Aerobics. Video, 
Photography, Drama, Self-Defense, 
LOw Ropes, Camping/'Nature. On 
Campus Inten/iews February 25th Call 
1-800-279-3019 or email: 
campwayneg@aol.com
Hort & Crop Science Students
Landscape Contractor looking 
for quality people. Pay DOE 
$6 50-$ 10 per hour. 541-9313
H E L P  W A N T E D
P/T construction estimator 
hours flexible. Quatro-pro exp. 
helpful wage doe 489-4080
1L\IIM .()^ .M i:.\T
mUIEiTTOlNllSS 
m JUST J I^^OUND TIHIE
SHOW YOUR HONEY THE LOVE BY 
ADVERTISING IN THE M USTANG  
DAILY
VALENTINES ISSUE?!!
PICK UP THE FORMS IN THE UU. 
THE MUSTANG DAILY OFFICE 26-226 
OR CLIP ONE OUT FROM THE PAPER!
DONT HOSS OUTHi
SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS 
1-800-295-9675
AVG SUMMER EARNINGS = $9200 
LEARN TO MANAGE A BUSINESS 
GAIN REAL EXPERIENCE & SKILLS 
CALL 1-800- 295-9675 OR SEE US 
ONLINE AT VARSITYSTUDENT.COM 
CALL TO ATTEND AN INFO MEETING
I ' O K  S . \ U .
VW CABRIOLET CONVERTIBLE-1991 
VERY GOOD CONDITION, NEW TOP, 
AND TIRES, SMOGGED $5500 549-0321
Need to sell something?? 
Check out the For Sale section in 
the Miist.ing D.iilv 
call 756-1 143
K i :M ,\ I .  I lot SIN(
60 Casa Street Townhouses now taking 
applications for Sept. 10 non-smokers, 
quiet, no pets 
543-7555‘ask for Bea*
R ( ) ( ) . \ i .m .v h :s
RM AVAIL CLOSE TO POLY. WSHR & 
DRYR VRY CLEAN HSE MO-TO-MO LS 
445■^UTIL INFO-541-9088
Si:i<\’ici-s
have you filled out your classified ad yet?
Buying a house or condo?
For a free list of all the best priced 
houses & condos in SLO,
Call Nelson Real Estate 546-1990
SCORE MORE!!G MAT 72 PTS GRE214 PTS 
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176
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Sports
Bar
S p o r t s  T r iv ia
Yesterday’s A nswer 
Jesse Owens was a track star 
at O hio  State University.
Congrats Kevin Desrosiers!
T oday’s Q uestion
W hat sport did Tony Hawk 
win a gold medal in at the 
1997 X games?
Please submit answer to: 
jnolan@polymail.calpoly.edu 
Please include your name.
Briefs
Swim teams fall
The Cal Poly m en’s and 
women’s swim teams Kath lost 
at Fresno State on Saturday. 
The men lost to University of 
the Pacific, 157-70, and the 
women fell to  Fresno State, 
189.5-49.5, and to University of 
the Pacific, 124-96.
Cal Poly junior Jen Dyer was 
the top finisher for the women. 
Dyer tixtk second place in the 
200 IM with a time of 2:18.88. 
Dyer finished sixth in the 200 
backstroke as well.
The women’s 400 medley 
relay .squad finished third.
The men’s team was lead by 
freshman M att Patane and 
senior Eric Wyles. Patane 
placed second in the 200 fly and 
Wyles finished second in the 
200 breaststr*.)ke.
The men’s relay teams did 
well against UOP. The 400 
medley relay squad placed sec­
ond, while the 400 free relay 
team also finished second.
Next, the women’s team trav­
els to Malibu on jan. 29, at 1:30 
p.m., and will compete against 
Pepperdine. Btnh the men’s and 
women’s teams will compete at 
University of California, Irvine 
on Feb. 13, at 12 p.m.
Women’s tennis wins
The Cal Poly women’s tennis 
team beat the San Jose Spartans
5- 4 Saturday in the first match 
of the season.
In singles. Cal Poly’s Karen 
Apra beat Daisy Hurst, 1-6, 6-3,
6- 4, Angie Bagheri defeated 
Anna Nordell, 6-1, 6-4, and 
Amanda .Bernal took Amy 
Bankston 7-5, 6-4.
The Spartans top singles 
player, Lizbeth Marpuri, defeat­
ed Cal Poly’s Hanna Brummett, 
6-4, 6-2, in the No. 1 singles 
match, but the Mustangs took 
revenge in doubles, when 
Brummett teamed up with 
Danielle Brandlin to beat 
Marpuri and Hurst, 8-2.
Sports
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By Jen Stevenson
M u sta n g  Daily
The Cal Poly wrestling team bar­
reled through both its meets 
Saturday, crushing University of 
C alifornia, Davis, 26-18 and 
Stanford, 26-12.
In their first match on Saturday 
against UC Davis, the Mustangs 
decimated the Aggies, despite hav­
ing to forfeit the 157-pound and 
197-pound weight classes.
Senior Mike French (197 lbs.) 
was still recovering from a broken 
collarbone and freshman Mark 
Apodaca (157 lbs.) was out with a
bad shoulder. Apodaca will require 
surgery on his shoulder, and may be 
out for the rest ot the seastin, 
according to head coach Lennis 
Cowell. The Mustangs (6-5, 5-2) do 
not currently have a substitute for 
that weight class, he said.
Despite the hardship of the two 
forfeits. Cal Poly easily took the 
match, with both C?edric Haymon 
(149 lbs.) and Alberto Garza (131 
lbs.) defeating to p -10 nationally  
ranked wrestlers.
Haymon tm>k down No. 2 Scott 
Nykodytn, 10-5, and Garza beat No. 
4 David Yi, 9-5.
“I was pretty confident going into
Basketball star finds time for 
family, school and hoops
By B u rt M c N a u g h to n
Mustang Daily
Bringing a child into tixlay’s world brings with it a great deal 
of responsibility and an incredible necessity for time. Fiir 22- 
year-old Kristie Griffin, it was almost tcx> much to handle.
“I thought it was the end of the world,” Griffin said. “1 
couldn’t play basketball, I couldn’t even go to scIk h )!."
Griffin is a guard on the (?al Poly women’s basketball team. 
She has helped the Mustangs turn their losing season around 
from 6-20 last year to 8-8 this year. Griffin’s ctimpetitive nature 
and her ability to shut down her opponent has helped her aver­
age 10.5 points per game with 4.4 rebounds.
“She’ll claw girls, dive on the flixrr ... whatever it takes to 
get the ba.?ketball,’’ head coach Faith Mimnaugh siiid.
At the end of her first .season, Kristie became pregnant by 
her husband, (Jal Poly fixrtball player Kiko Griffin. She had to 
alert her coaches and parents of the news, since post .season 
conditioning was beginning.
“She came to me the day after I had received the head 
coaching job, and she said to me, Tve got .some gcxid news anil, 
I’ve got some bail news,”’ Mimnaugh .said. “I just made an 
effort to work with her.”
(iriffin’s parents, |x*ers and cirachcs all supported her dei i- 
sion to remain in schixil and on the basketball team, but it 
would still be hard for ( »riffin.
Daily life proved to K’ a hard challenge physically. In high 
sch(K)l, Griffin played five sports and was involved m every-
see GRIFFIN, page 11
Mustang Daily
it,” Haymon said. “But I didn’t think 
I’d win by as many points as 1 did. It 
made me realize I’m a little better 
than 1 thought I was.”
The Mustangs gained .some heavy 
points with two first-round pins. 
G an McGee (285 lbs.) pinned Mike 
Maben in 2:17, and James Gross 
(141 lbs.) pinned Kief Zangaro to 
bring the Mustangs up, 15-3.
David Wells (174 lbs.) defeated 
Brett Shainfeld, 15-0, by a technical 
fall in 7:00. Wells is currently 
ranked No. 14 nationally.
“1 feel like I’m close (to  being in
see TWO WINS, page 11
Dawn Kalmar/Mustang Daily
LEG LOCK: The Mustangs improved to 5-2 in the Pac-10 after they defeated both Stanford and UC Davis on Saturday.
Wrestlers take two matches
Colin MeVey/Muttang Daily
D R IV IN ': Griffin's return has helped Poly to an 8 8 record.
The classy Broncos 
make it easy to root 
against the Dirty Birds
I’ve tried every angle, and 1 can’t 
do it. T here’s no good reason to root 
for the A tlanta Falcons on Sunday.
They’re the underdogs, which is 
usually enough of a rea.son to pull for 
a team. But 
they’re not 
h a n d l i n g  
the role 
very well.
I n s t e a d  
of saying 
things like,
“W e’re just 
happy to 
be here, 
and if we 
play our 
game then 
we’ve got a 
chance to 
win,” the Falcons have opted to take 
the arrogant approach. Cornerback 
Ray Buchanan must have thought 
humility and common .sense were 
overrated when he decided to pre­
dict a Falcon victory on HBO’s 
Inside the NFL. After the state­
ment, he was immediately put on 
the injured reserve list with a head 
injury.
So they’re not the humble lovable 
underdogs, but they’ve still got some 
good stories like Dan Reeves coming 
back from heart bypass surgery.
This is a great accomplishment 
but Reeves doesn’t have the person­
ality to take advantage of this story.
In fact, this is the same Dan 
Reeves who couldn’t get along with 
John Elway in Denver and apparent­
ly has harvested bitter feelings 
toward Bronco head coach Mike 
Shanahan.
So why does Reeves have to be 
the loser in his two feuds?
Simple. Elway is the consummate 
professional and a certain Hall of 
Fame quarterback who has earned 
the respect of any fixitball fan.
Shanahan comes out a winner in 
his argument because his character 
has been well established. 
Remember, he couldn’t get along 
with A1 Davis (th a t’s a plus) when 
he coached the Oakland Faders and 
is the same guy who got another 
Super Bowl ring for Shannon 
Sharpe after he gave his first one to 
his brother. All Reeves has done is 
cau.se trouble and lose Super Bowls.
A nother knock against the 
Falcons is that “Dirty Bird" image 
they’ve made so popular. The Icky 
Shuffle and the 1985 Chicago Bears’ 
Super Bowl Shuffle at least had 
some style and some humor. The 
“Dirty Bird” looks more like a 
wounded bird about to keel over — 
something they might just do on 
Sunday.
A nother solid reason to root 
against A tlanta is the good person­
alities on the Denver Broncos.
Terrell Davis has enjoyed one of 
the finest .seasons in NFL history 
this year, and adding a Super Bowl 
M V r trophy would only bolster this. 
As for John Elway, this will be his 
final game, and it would make a 
much better story if his final game 
was a Super Bowl win sending the 
Dirty Birds back to A tlanta for the 
w inter.
